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Searching for solutions
Local leaders are exploring ways.to improve the San Bernardino County drop out
rate, which, at 27per~ent, is 5percentage points higher than the _state average.
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The voice of tbe youth is expected t o have a major impact this election
(Lauren Padia/Chronicle).
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Youth vote is a
sleeping giant
Lauren Padia
Staf!WriterjCopy Editor

T

here is a quiet voice
that has yet to realize
its OWJl potential. The

youth vote.
~
While race, gender and age
have played obvious roles by influencing voters in this election and
may influence many people's November votes, young voters have
the potential to ·
change the outcome of the
election.
College
and graduate·
students make
up 25 percent of
.
the population,
according to the US Census Bureau.
This may sound like it's aminority group in the overall population, but it's enough to impact
electoral college votes.
Time Magazine declared 2008
"The Year of the Youth Vote." The

news magazine showcased how
Sen. Barack Obama's victory in the
Iowa caucus came mostly from voters under 25.
Unfortunately, most young
voters get discouraged and think
that their one vote will not have any
effect on the election.
"Numerically, no, a single vote
does not matter. But exit poll data
Jets the parties know who shows up
to the polls and thus who to cater to
over the next
few years," Professor Jennifer
Danley-Scott, a
CSUSB Political Science professor said. "Just
showing up, regardless of who
you vote for, sends a signal."
the turnout amongst black
voters could also have a huge influence on the election outcome.
Almost 500,000 registered
African-American voters did not
participate in the 2000 election, acContinued on Pg. 2

Young voters get
discouraged and
feel their vote will
not have any effect.

R iverside
Co u nty

(Data courtesy of Riverside County Education Summit and laalmanac.com/Chronicle graphic).

Michael lannolo
Staff Writer

wenty-seven percent of San
Bernardino County's K-12 students are expected to drop out
over the next four years.
That's five percent higher
than the statewide dropout estimate
and six percent higher than Riverside County, according to officials
at the Riverside County Education
Summit on Oct. 9.
CSUSB President Dr. Albert
Karnig views this dropout trend as
one of his biggest concerns for re-

cruiting students to the university.
" An awful lot ofkids don't get
a successful launch into college
when they're little," Karnig said.
"We need to teach kids to read early
and invest in their pre-school education."
Karnig is passionate about this
subject and believes that educating

students on college life is vital for
promoting college growth,
"We need to show them that
college isn't out of reach," Karnig
said. "It helps if they see that college students dress like them and
act like them."
Kamig also believes that bringing elementary and middle school
students on campus is a way to help
encourage higher education.
"If you w~nt someone to be a
ballplayer, take them to a game. If
you want someone to be a librarian,
take them to the library," Karnig
said. "This is particularly important
for families who haven't had anyone go to college before."

Kamig said he visits churches
of high black and Latino populations in order to educate them on •
campus life and the necessities for
college entry.
"There are many families who
have not experienced higher education or who may have had toxic experiences with college," Karnig
said.
Karnig believes providing
CSU system posters at every high .
school in the area will encourage
higher education. These posters
should help high school students interested in pursuing college understand what is required of them

Continued on Pg. 2

CSUSB a top business school
Greg McKinley
Staff Writer
tudents who are enrolled in the College of
Business and Public
Administration will be pr.oud to
know that their school hl:!s been
listed as one of the top 296 business
schools in the country.
They will be even happier to
know that this could help them get
a better job.
The Princeton Review's 2009
edition of "Best 296 Business
Schools" included CSUSB in their
listing.

S

Jack Brown Hall houses the College of Business and Public Administration (Greg McKinley/Chronicle).

The Princeton Review is a
company known for publishing reviews of colleges and it also offers
test prep and tutoring services, according to their website.
"We select schools for this
book based on our high regard for
their academic programs and offerings, institutional data we collect
from the schools and the candid
opinions of students attending them
who rate and report on their campus
experiences at the schools," Robert
Franek, Princeton Review vice
president of publishing said.
"We are pleased to recommend
C.alifornia State ·University, San

Bernardino to readers of our book
and users of our website as one of
the best institutions they could attend to earn an MBA (Master of
Business Administration)," Franek
added.
"Employers want to know, did
you get an education that was quality, that was worthwhile," Beth
Flynn, MBA Director said. "It's
good for our students who are looking for jobs, it's good for the reputation of alumni and it makes
recruiting easier."
"The Princeton Review is not
only good for our program, it's

Continued on Pg. 2
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McCain, Obama aren't alone
port of a two-state solution in IsThe Green Party also claims to
rael/Palestine, supports worker's be "Regular citizens who've had
rights, an increase in civil liberties enough of corporate-dominated
and electoral reform.
politics," according to their webNader is often remembered for site.
his influence on the 2000 PresidenBob Barr and Wayne Root are
tial Elections when he ran under the running together on the Libertarian
Green Party.
Presidential ticket.
The Peace and Freedom Party
Barr's priorities are "To cut
has had candidates for election taxes, reduce government spending
since 1968, according to their web- and restore our civil liberties lost
site.
during the Bush administration,"
Some of the group's platform according to their website.
includes doubling minimum wage,
Barr and the Libertarians belegalizing marijuana, decriminaliz- lieve that "real change" is only CSUSB recycles more than 60 percent of solid waste (Garret
ing drugs, free public education (in- brought about by less government. Tedesco/Cbronicle).
cluding university), free health
On education, Barr believes,
care, abolishment of the death "We must abolish the Department
penalty and the continued right to of Education, eliminate federal
bear arms.
grants and regulations, and begin
Cynthia McKinney and Rose moving power back to the states
Clemente are the presidential and and local communities."
vice presidential
T h e
· candidates for the
Libertarian
Green Party.
Party
was
... there are four
In
1992,
founded m Garret Tedesco
more efficient ones, installing LED
McKinney became more candidates to
1971.
lights and occupancy sensors in
Staff Writer
the first black Con" 0 ur
areas left unoccupied, such as trash
consider...
gresswoman to be
vision is for a
he atmosphere is 556 and laundry rooms in the housing
elected from Georworld
m
metric tons (approxi- facilities.
gia.
which all inmately
1,225, 768
The total cost of this renovaShe is known for her continued dividuals can freely exer~ise the pounds) ,cleaner due to CSUSB's tion was approximately $1.5 miladvocacy of human rights, voter natural right of sole dominion over participation in the Green Campus lion.
rights and holding the government their own lives, libeay and prop- Program.
These updates have sav~d the
accountable.
erty," declares th~ Libertarian
Along with 12 other UC and campus $273,000 in annual utility
"Government should serve to Party's website.
CSU schools, CSUSB has taken the expenses and has reduced electricprovide uplift to local communities
Alan Keyes and Wiley S. initiative of cutting energy costs ity consumption by approximately
'and the dignity of the human spirit," Drake are the presidential and vice and emissions to better the effi- 20 percent, according to the Green
her website states.
presidential candidates for Amer- ciency of energy usage.
Campus Website.
The Green Party was formed in ica's Independent Party.
State owned buildings conThe Alliance to Save Energy
2001 "as a reincarnation of the
"With the failure of leadership sume over $500 million of electric- was established in 1977 with one
older Association of State Green in llie Republican Party, it's time for ity per year, according to the office in Washington, D.C.
Parties."
a new beginning for principled con- California state governor's office.
\ It has become a global organiIt is typically known for grass- servatives," their website states.
The 12 participating universi- zation with activities in the U.S.
roots activism, environmentalism
If six choices aren't enough, ties have partnered with the non- and in more than a dozen countries.
and as an advocate for social jus- you can always write somebody profit organization, Alliance to
In the efforts to convert the
tice.
else in.
CSUSB campus into a green camSave Energy.
Inside this organization, they pus, it recycles,more than 60 perhave
a program
cent (by weight)
Continued:
of solid waste
that is designated to aid the
would otherThese updates have that
California uniwise go to landsaved the campus fills . CSUSB has
Kamig is also concerned that versities, called
under the CSU system.
Karnig has also encouraged many high school students' aren't the
future plans to
Green
$273,000...
high schools to use Cal State's finding out what course require- Campus Prokeep improving
Early Assessment Program to help ments they need for UC and CSU gram.
the campus to
students fmd opline classes and col- campuses early enough.
reduce the carThe goal
"Students should know by of this program is to foster environ- bon footprint of the university.
lege advice. -The goal of the program ~to reduce the ·arr,10unt of sixth grade what courses they'll mental stewardship by raising camThese updates include a statestudents entering college who need need (for college)," Karnig said.
pus
awareness
about
the of-the-art wireless controlled irrito complete remedial courses. ·
But with a dropout rate higher relationship between energy and the gation system that will monitor
than
the statewide average, the environment.
Students enrolled in remedial
watering based on weather condiclasses are less likely to earn a col- question still remains: who is to
It is designed and implemented tions, in addition to installing one
lege degree or certificate, according blame - the economy, the commu- to student-led campaigns that result megawatt of photovoltaic panels to
to the National Center for Educa- nity, faculty?
in measurable energy savings, ac- several building roofs.
"Some places are just not on a cording to the program's mission
tion Statistics (NCES).
These will increase the amount
A NCES report from 2004 level playing field," Karnig said. statement.
of renewable power at CSUSB.
showed that 69 percent qf high "There are certainly some areas
The program has been able to
With the additions already
school seniors in 1992 who bad not where it is easier to pursue college. cut carbon emissions to the equiva- completed and the future updates to
enrolled in any college remedial Sometimes it bas to do with lan- lent of taking 120 cars off the road, the campus, the energy saving will
courses earned a degree or certifi- guage issues; sometimes ifs be- according to their website.
translate to the reduction of 2,000
cate by 2000.
cause
of
peer
pressure.
The CSU community recog- metric tons of carbon dioxide emisOnly 30. percent of those stu- Socioeconomic issues also affect nized CSUSB in 2007 for its light- sions, which equates to taking
dents who enrolled in one to four the dropout rate. It's hard to go to ing retrofits project.
14,000 cars off the road or the
remedial courses earned a degree or college when you have to work to
This project included the ex- · planting of 2.9 million trees, accertificate by that time.
provide for your family."
change of inefficient ballasts to cording to the website.

CSUSB reduces·its

carbon footprint

Clockwise from top left: Nader, McKinney, Keyes and Barr (Courtesy
:of wearecentralpa.com, wikipedia.org, imgrsv.kmox.com and hem:topia.org ).

Albert Sa bate
Staff Writer
f you're having difficulties choosing between
Senators John McCain
.and Barack Obama, there are four
,more candidates to consider on the

I

·ba.ltQl
Ralph Nader, Cynthia McKinney, Alan Keyes and Bob Barr
thoughtfu)ly articulate their positions as they struggle to be known

during this election season.
They will all be on the ballot
Nov. 4 as presidential candidates.
Ralph Nader, named by Time
magazine as one of the 100 Most
Influential Americans in the Twentieth Century, is running for president with his Vice Presidential
candidate, Matt Gonzalez, under
the Peace and Freedom Party.
Nader is a notable consumer advocate, lawyer and author.
Nader's platform includes sup-
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Silent voices to sway voting patterns this election
cording to the St. Petersburg Times.
It is estimated that Sen. John
Kerry lost the election to George W.
Bush by only 381,000 votes. Signaling that a minority group easily
has the power to sway an outcome.
2008 is the ye~ that every
voice, no matter the gender or ethnicity, needs to be heard.
According to USC News, a
new profile on Asian-American po-

litical views called the National ing for McCain.
However, nearly 34 percent
Asian-American Survey shows that
say they are unAsian-A meri2008 is the year
decided.
cans will have a
A major
large impact on
that every
factor in the
the election outvoice... needs to be 2000 election
come. Fortyone percent of
was
Ralph
heard.
Asian-AmeriNader, the Green
can voters say they will vote for party candidate who received apObama and 24 percent plan on vot- proximately 97,000 votes.

Many political experts SP,eculate that Bush's victory that year
was largely affected by Green party
voters who would have voted for
Gore if Nader hadn't been on the •
ballot.
Green party voters are expected to favor Obama's plan for renewable energy over McCain's
stance on offshore drilling, thereby
enhancing their role as well.

Continued:

CSUSB inducted·in Princeton Review once more
good for the university. I've actually
had students come in with the
Princeton Review book in their
hand and say 'I saw your name in
this book and I want tO be a part of
this program.' It's good for recruiting, it's good for the reputation, it's
good for the reputation of students
who graduate from here," Flynn
said.
The areas that determine the
induction into the book are: student

enrollment, how . many faculty
members are in existence, how
many students are in a class room,
prominent alumni, concentrations
offered, cost to attend, diversity and
what the school offers to students,
according to Flynn.
The opinions of students are
also used to judge the college.
"The students give opinions,
which I don't get to see until they
are published," Flynn said.

The inclusion into the Princeton Review is part of an overall effort by the college to stand out
among local colleges.
"We offer internships, we offer
connection with the community,
quality education at the lowest fees,
probably, in Southern California
and that's what stands us apart from
the rest of them," Flynn said.
The college's inclusion is a
group effort and cannot be attrib-'

uted to only one person.
"It's a college effort, it's not just
me. The dean and the faculty do
most of the work. It's how the faculty do research and how much research they do," Flynn said.
"It has to do with how we offer
our classes and what's instructed in
the class. It's a college wide effort,"
Flynn added.
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CSUSB computer techs save the day
Karina Amador
Staff Writer

One of the many computers in the data lab (Shantal Anderson/
Chronicle).

Ramiro Diaz Granados, Director of
IRT DCHS said.
According to the department's
CSUSB 's computer experts website, some of the services prohelp students save money by help- vided at no cost are data recovery,
ing with computer needs, at no cost. consultation and reconfiguration.
The Information Resources & ·
"We also help students reset
Technology, Data Center & Help their e-mail and Coyote password.
Desk Services (IRT DCHS) is lo- E-mail passwords have to be set in
cated in the Library basement at person with Coyote ID and Coyote
PL-22.
passwords can be reset by phone
It supports the campus 24 answering challenge questions,"
hours a day, seven days a week and Fernando Gutierrez, IRT DCHS suprovides administration for depart- p ervisor said.
·
ments like Geology and College of
According to D iaz, there's no
Education. It also hosts servers.
need to make an appointment and
Students can take their com- students usually have their computputers and get them cleaned free of ers back in four business days.
charge and have software installed "I took my laptop last quarter to get
and removed.
fixed because of a virus and I got it
"Students can take their soft- right away, while Best Buy wanted
ware and have it installed at no to keep it for a week," Laura Escharge; we also provide anti-virus cudo, a CSUSB senior said.
software at no cost to students,"
Staff at IRT DCHS has dou-

bled and some are former CSUSB
student assistants and understand
the needs of the student community,
according to Diaz.
"We want to help students. as
much as we can," Diaz said.
"They helped me with my laptop when it got a virus at no charge.
It is nice to know that there's not
another extra expense I have to
worry about in case something happens with my laptop," Elsa Escarcega, a senior at CSUSB said.
According to Gutierrez, IRT
DCHS has helped students save
$130,000 with computer issues
since 2000.
Students fill out a ticket providing information on the type of
service they need.
That information gets logged
on to a computer database that
keeps record of students they've
helped, according to Gutierrez.

"I didn't know we had this type
of service for free until one of my
friends told me. I've now referred a
friend who's been having problems
with her laptop," Shannon Dane, a
sophomore at CSUSB said.
IRT DCHS is on call 24/7,
even when on vacation.
They have to be available in
case any problems arise, according
to Diaz.
" We've had students call us at
2 a .m. because they' ve forgotten
their Coyote_password," D iaz said.
Productivity in the who!~
school has gone up by 10 percent,
according to Diaz.
The data center also provides
assistance with anti-virus software,
e-mailing software, file compression and more.
Submit any issues you Play be
having with your computer to the
help support line.

Camp lis resources roundup students
Maricela Miguel
Staff Writer
If you want to know who's
who and what's up attend the Resource Round Up. The Resource
Round Up will take place Oct. 22
in the Event Center, located in the
Santos Manuel Student Union.
The event will nm from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m.
The Round Up, as its name
implies, gathers pretty much all resources that are available on campus into a single place.
"The event is planned and implemented by the Adult Re-Entry
Center," the coordinator of the
Cross Cultural Center, Tamara
Holder said.

The event was started to get
the academic year with one event
which would specially give new
direction on campus."
The event is targeted specially
for freshmen.
However, returning students
who may not know about campus
resources also should attend.
"Because of the success of
last year, we are going to have
more resources on campus tum
out," according to Holder. 43 different entities will be in attendance.
"(Departments) realize that
getting all those students at one
place at one time (is) the best way
to get the word out about how you
are helping students on campus,"

said Holder.
"Resource Round Up is an
"opportunity to fmd out what our
campus has to offer because we
have so many resources that the
students don ' t know about,"
Holder said.
Among those that collaborate
to put this event together there are
the departments of the Pride Center, the Women's Resource Center,
Cross Cultural Center, Student and
Leadership and Development Office and ASI, among others within
the Swdent Union.
"It's not just getting students
informed about resources on campus but it is also an act of retention," according to Holder.
The more students know

about their campus then the more
likely they are going to stay on
campus."
Last year over 500 students
attended the Round Up. This-year
however, more are anticipated to
attend. "I bet that cro)VCs will double this year," said Holder.
"The Adult R~-entry Center
has some of the most aggressive
techniques," said Holder. Flyers.
They are being passed out to students and there are boards announcing the event pretty much all

ove~school.

There is also free food.
Students with school ID that
participate in the Resource Round
Up event can receive free food
from Carl's Jr.

Harminder Thind and Judi Cruz get ready to round'up all the students (Chris Alsina/ Chronicle).

ChrODicle Sodoku ·
Sudoku is a Japanese logic puzzle. Each number
from 1-9 will appear only once in each column, row
and 3 x 3 grid.
Good luck!
Complete .your teaching credential
be a paid intern teacher while you UJIJ[Wa
The College of Education at _ . . ""'""""
Bernardino has programs in
and special education. .

rograms
accredited at
national and

DDD D0C~JDD@J
D~0 DDDDDD
DD0 D0DD~D

~DD DD@JDD0 .

DDDGD0DDD.

DDD ~DD@J0D
~DDDD0G@J@J

DDD0DD0D0.
D0Dr2J~D~[I]D
The first person to bring a completed puzzle to
the Chronicle office in UH-037 will be this
week's Sudoku Master!,
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:F lu season

h its c~mpus
~rianna Goldberg
Staff Writer

M

ore than 36,000 people
die from the flu every
year in the United
States and 200,000 people are hospitalized from flu complications,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC).
Fall is here and so is flu season. The flu is a contagious respiratory illness caused by influenza
viruses, according to the CDC.
"puring flu season, 50 to
75 patients out of 100 will
come into the ER with the
flu," said Dr. Steven Goldberg of Montclair Hospital Medical Center.
Many students are
unaware of how easily
the flu can be spread
and what can be
done to prevent it.
"I always get the flu around
this time of year, right when I'm
about to have mid-terms," CSUSB
student Danielle Baird said.
"The flu can spread very easily," Goldberg said.
In fact, the flu can be spread
by people who are not even aware
they are sick, according to the
CDC.
Most healthy adults may be
able to infect others beginning one
day before symptoms develop and
up to five days after becoming
sick. That means1hat you may be
able to pass on the flu to someone
else before you know you are sick,

according to the CDC.
One of the best ways to prevent the flu from occurring is to
get a flu vaccination.
"The vaccine contains what is
suspected to be the most common
flu viruses for that year," Goldberg
said.
There are many myths pertaining to the fl u vaccine and
many people seem to
be unaware of
the true facts .
The most common concern is
that the flu vaccine will
actually cause the flu.
The flu shot
cannot cause the flu .
Flu vaccine manufacturers kill the viruses used in the
vaccine during production, and
batches of t1u vaccine are tested to
make sure they are safe, according
to the CDC.
.
It is especially important for
certain' people to get the flu vaccine more than others.
"People with chronic illness,
who are more susceptible to infection, people with asthma and diabetes, older patients over 60 and
people who work in an environment with higher flu exposure,
such as teachers, should defmitely.
get the vaccine," Goldberg said.
The CSUSB Student Health
Center will be administering the
flu shot beginning Oct. 20.
Students will be charged $10
and staff and faculty $25.
For more information about
the flu vaccine visit www.cdc.gov.

College students are harming themselves as they t urn to binge drinking to gain acceptance among peer s (Katelyn Duffy/Chronicle).

Dangers of binge drinking
Katelyn Duffy
Staff Writer
ollege is a unique time
in a person's life, a
'!!/ time for experimentation and perhaps even recklessness,
a time that's often believed to be
free of long-term consequences or
repercussiOns.
To many students, that means
college is a time for getting knockdown, drag-out, torn-up drunk.
Drinking is a long-standing
part of the college experience, one
that usually has a positive, right-ofpassage type connotation. Having a
beer at a party or doing a shot to
celebrate a friend's birthday are
standard and widely accepted practices among students.
Drinking becomes a more serious issue when the amount of alcohol consumed can b e classified as
binge drinking.
Binge drinking, as defmed by
the National Institute on Alcohol

C

bad, guilty even. I was disappointed
Abuse and Alcoholism, is the con- more dangerous.
sumption of five or more alcoholic
According to Education Train- with myself. I wish I could go back
drinks in about two hours for a ing Research Associates, women and do things differently."
male, or four or more drinks in the develop complications of alcoThe burden of responsibility
during
a night·of excessive drinking
holism, such as liver damage, hysame amount of time for a female.
"As men, we're always out to pertension,
anemia
and usually falls upon the sole sober inchallenge each other. Drinking is malnutrition faster and after con- dividual in a situation. The sober
j ust another way
suming less al- person is often the designated
to prove that I am
" 1
d ,FF
cohol than men. driver and usually the only voice of
not a square, I'm
Unfortunately, a reason in an otherwise chaotic
lot of young evening.
always ·u p for a
"I had a friend who broke up
good
time,"
women ignore
/
their own limits . with her boyfriend and decided to
Bryan Singleton,
to keep up with drink until she blacked out,"· said
an
economics
major who binge
their male peers. Minder Thind, a business major,
drinks at least .
Dalila who says she often takes the more
once a week, said. .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,Vega, a business responsible role in her group of
"One night my
major, had a bad friends. "She was throwing up, she
friends and I started off drinking in experience ·while binge drinking didn't 'know where she was and I
San Bernardino, and when I woke last week.
was the one taking care of her. I
"I usually know my limits, but ' don't binge drink, I ~ow my limup, ~e were in Baldwin Park. None
of us were quite sure how we got while drinking with my roommate its. , rm usually the one driving
there."
I ended up taking like seven shots which a llows me to have fun but
The exploits of young men like because I wanted to keep up," Vega still be aware of what's going on.
Sing leton are far from safe, but the said. "I started to lost myself, I was Binge drinking makes for a great
same behavior exhibited by young saying things I wouldn't normally story in the morning but the results
women can potentially be even say and I offended a friend. I felt aren't worth it."

... s t art e oJJ
drinking in San
Bernardino, and
lf.hen I woke up, we
' were in Baldwin
Park.,
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Prom (])reamgir{ to popstar
Justin Delos Reyes
$ports Editor/Staff Writer
ennifer Hudson shook
the world with her rendition of "And I Am
Telling You I'm Not Going" in the
film "Dreamgirls."
. But that one song set the bar
too high for Hudson.
Her self-titled debut album is
a major letdown for listeners who
expected to hear good material
from the former American Idol
contestant.
In an attempt to appeal to a
broader audience, Hudson worked
with Polow da Don, Robin Thicke,
Timbaland, Ne-Yo, Tank, Missy
Elliott and legendary song-writer
Diane Warren, among others, on
her debut album.
But the mixing of talent
caused the album to lose direction.
Instead of making great music
together, they made music that's
mediocre at best.
Four months prior to therelease of"Jennifer Hudson," Hudson released "Spotlight" as her
first single.
It peaked at No. 1 on Billboard's Hot R&B!Hip Songs chart

J

and at No. 27 on the Billboard Hot sia Barrino on "I'm His Only
Woman" - an ode to Shirley
100.
The Stargate produced song is Brown's classic "Woman to
about the insecurities people have
Woman."
when they're in a relationship.
"I'm His Only Woman" beMore specifically, it's about a
gins with a conversation between
woman who is fed up with having
Barrino and Hudson in which Barher every move monitored by her
rino explains that she's Hudson's
boyfriend's girlfriend on the side.
boyfriend.
The attitude in Hudson's voice
If that sounds complicated it's
because it is.
is enough to make an innocent
Hudson and Barrino had a
man feel like he committed a
chance to do something great with
crime.
"Spotlight" was a good choice "I'm His Only Woman" but they
get into a shouting match with
for a first single and it serves as
each other instead of singing a
one of the few bright spots on the
cleverly written
album.
song.
"Giving
"Let's face it. Hud"What's Wrong
MyseJr' is the
album's stand- son is a soul singer (Go Away)" is another duet gone
out ballad. It
and should be
wrong on the
tells the classic
singing soul music." album.
tale of a love
T-Pain should
that's so good it
makes you sur- ~!!f!~"'"'"~"~""!ll!!!!'ll!ll!!!l!!"• have never lent his
vocoder vocals to
render all of
a track with Hudson on it.
your emotions.
Not only does T-Pain sound
What puts this song over the
like a fool in comparison to Hudtop is the conviction in Hudson's
son, but he distracts listeners from
voice. You can tell she reached
the beauty of her voice.
deep into her soul to get hermessage across. .
"Pocketbook," which was
produced by Timbaland and fea- .
Hudson teams up with Fanta-

Jennifer Hudson's self-titled debut album is currently in stores (Courtesy of
tures Ludacris, is the worst song
on the album.
Some people might enjoy the
song because it's an uptempo
dance track but it does a disservice
to Hudson's talent.
A song about hitting someone
with a pocketbook isn't exactly
what you'd expect from an Academy Award winner with a tremen·
·
dous voice.

'Quarantine.~ "is

'Quarantine' is a remake of the Spanish horror film, 'Rec'(Courtesy
of Sony Pictures).
bargained for when a particular
Sarah Mulvog'ue
911 call takes them to a small
Staff Writer r
apartment building in LA.
When they arrive, police are
n "Quarantine;" rookie
already on the scene investigating
reporter Angela (Jennifer
ear piercing screams that originate
Carpenter) and her camfrom an apartment on the thirderaman Scott (Steve Harris,) are
floor. As reporters are always
sent to a local LA firehouse to
eager to do, Angela and Scott keep
cover a story about people.who
the tape rolling at all times.
work the night shift.
"Quarantine" makes effective
The two get more than they
use of documentary techniques

,
I

It's something you' d expect
from Rihanna.
By including "And I Am
Telling You I'm Not Going" at the
end of the album, Hudson ensures
listeners that she has what it takes
to record a quality album.
The lack of direction on "Jennifer Hudson" is Arista's obvious
attempt to make Hudson a
crossover artist.

is a soul
singer and should be singing soul
.music.
.
Not someone dumbed down
for radio spins.
Now that she lowered the bar
with a mediocre debut album,
maybe Hudson will have an easier
time meeting expectations on her
next effort.

nothing special ·
and is entirely composed of
footage shot by Scott, Angela's
cameraman. So, instead of struggling to preserve the illusion that
they're unaware of the camera, the
actors can speak directly into it.
The films hand held cinematography was much like "Blair
Witch Project" or "Cioverfield,"
and the nauseating footage was
hard to watch at times.
For instance, "Quarantine"
forces us into an almost intolerable strong identification with the
camera because we're seeing exactly what Angela's cameraman is
seeing.
What initially appears.to be a
simple "fix-it" or a "crazy persons" call, actually turns out to be
some fast-acting rabies-like virus
that causes its victims to tum into
ravenous beasts.
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention quickly quarantines the building and all exits
are monitored and blocked by
strategically positioned SWAT
smpers.
But what sets everyone into

such a panic state is the lack of an
·explanation by the authorities as to
why they're being locked inside.
•
When a call comes in from
an ~ld apartment building about a
lady screaming, the two are eager
to film the heroes in action. Before
fire crew or police can get the
woman.out ofthe building, she's
biting others and the building is
instantly sealed off by some government agency.
"Quarantine," much like other
films in the same genre, follows
the same format, such as "28 Days
Later" or "Dawn of the Dead"
with the typical rage infection
passed on by biting another or any
bodily fluid which gets under the
victims skin.
The film contained jump-outof-your-seat moments but there
were times when the acting was
completely unbelievable.
The filmmakers chose to re- •
duce one of the main characters to
a whimpering, hyperventilating.
Also, the films most surprising and thrilling moments were
given away in the trailer.

Corporate influence is killing hip-hop's integrity
Melanie Hunter
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Khorry Lewis
Staff Writer
ip-hop wasn't always
about cranking-thatSoulja-Boy, T-Pain
butchered songs and the degradation of women.
At one point, hip hop was
thought to be one of the purest
forms of music from its inception
in the late 80s, branching from the
roots ofbreak dancing, DJs and
graffiti art.
In most cases, hip-hop was
viewed as a conscious movement
that displays the MC, DJ, break
dancers and beat, thus creating the
"culture" of hip-hop.
"I believe th'at hip-hop
[music] is in a time of depression,
I say this because it is rare that we
hear lyrics as powerful as Jay-z on
'Reasonable Doubt' or even as
Nas on 'IIlmatic, "' CSUSB student Reginald Brown said.
With the explosion of the corporate influences of the music industry, audiences currently receive
watered down 'club-hangers' disguised as easy money makers for
the record labels.
This results in nearly all songs
of the mainstream hip hop genre

H
w

What's your iourney?
APU's graduate business degree reinforced Myeisha's
desire to be a leader of change through Washington Mutual's
community programs.
To learn more about Myeisha's inspiring story, aryd to explore
the accelerated and traditional MBA and Master of Arts in
Human Resource and Organizational Development programs:
~ www.apu.edu/explore/sbm
~ (866) 209-1 559
~ sbmgrad@apu.edu

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

»Graduate Programs

.

sounding painstakingly similar, in
order to insure success for the labels.
Hence, the overuse ofT-Pain,
Timbaland and A-kon, who are
simply products of the rap music
industry that do nothing to enhance the positive connotations of
hip-hop culture.
Hip-hop culture and the rap
industry are not synonym!JUS.
The industry is run by those
who care nothing about the culture
or its practitioners.
Thus, listeners get to hear
lyrics such as "She got donk/
watch it hit da floor/ I like the way
she move and da way she snap and
roll/ Yea it's goin' down/ I got 5
thousand ones/ me, you, and you/
we bout to have fun/ now gone
make it clap!" from rapper Soulja
Boy.
This is the type of music label
executives fund to promote because the song is danceable and
therefore likeable by audiences of
mainstream hip-hop music.
Those who don't know much
about the existence of hip-hop as a
cultural movement tend to make
the generalized notion that it is all
negative, based on its portrayal on
television.
"Hip-hop was really never a
big deal to me," CSUSB student
Ruth Washington said.

Common and T-pain are artists with vastly different levels of commercial success (Courtesy of MTV and DMS Entertainment).

"I saw the videos on television and heard the songs on the
radio but I rarely ever buy the albums when they come out, because some of the things that I
hear I do not support and believe
in."
This )s where hip-hop music
is deemed as "dead," because the
negative things and materialistic
actions of some of the artists that
are popular today outweigh the
artists who speak positively and
consciously about what is going
on in the world.
For example, artist Common
said in lyrics,
"But I've seen street dreams
deferred dark spots in my mind
where the scene occurred/ some

say I'm too deep I'm in too deep
to sleep through me/ Mohammed
will forever speak/ greet brothers
with handshakes in ghetto landscapes where a man is determined
by how much a man makes."
Th~ aforementioned lyrics
represent the essence of authentic
hip-hop.
Hip-hop that wasn't put on
the back burner to the A-kons and
FloRidas of the genre, simply because it was marketable.
Luckily, hip-hop music is
slowly trying to make a comeback
to good graces. As time progresses, it has become more eclectic, borrowing from soul and jazz
along with live instrumentation in
production.
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sharing
atWRC
Chris Alsina
Staff Writer

T

he ratio of female to
male
students
at
CSUSB is 3-to-1.
CSUSB is filled with women
of all ages, yet many of these
women do not know about the
Women's Resource Center (WRC)
in the San Manuel Student Un ion
(SMSU).
The WRC is considered a place
where women can come in for
"supportive" help and face some of
the diversity issJ.Jes that they may
have.
"The WRC is to encourage
women by providing services and
programs which will enhance their
college experience and help them
actualize their fullest potential," according to the SMSU website.
One of the events that the
WRC is offering to help women
students on campus is "Stitch and
Bitch."
"Stitch and Bitch" is held
every Tuesday from 4-6 p.m. in the
WRC office.
The WRC describes the event
as a time for women can come and
stitch their favorite garments while
"bitching" ~bout whatever impor' tant issues they would like to talk.
about. ·
.
' In addition, the WRC feels that
"Stitch and Bitch" is an opportunity
for women to communicate with
each other on ways they could help
better their environment.

'Pow Wow' celebrates
tribal art, tradition
tribes as he sang alongside the bird
singers.
"When we sing we are welver I 00 American In- coming everyone because it's our
dian tribes from the traditional area and ancestral land,"
U.S. and Canada Ramos said.
were hosted by CSUSB.
San Manuel Band of Mission
The Cross Cultural Center Indians has been hosting this event
hosted the 2008 San Manuel Band for over a decade with always a
of Mission Indians' Pow Wow from high turnout.
Oct. 10-12.
Ramos said that a total of
The celebration included danc- 5,000 people were expected to ating and drumming competitions, tend the event on Sat., Oct. 11.
bird singers, American Indian food
Cetan Thunder Hawk of the
and tr~ditional artifacts at no charge Lakota and Little River Band of Otto the public with free parking in- tawa tribes traveled for 8 hours to
perform at the Pow Wow.
\.
cluded.
The main entrance into the
Hawk was exhausted from the
Pow Wow arena featured American ' trip, but honored to be the flag carIndian traditional dancers and rier during the grand entrance into
singers.
the arena.
Due to being in school and his
California bird singers started
the Pow Wow celebration with their duties as a husband and father,
Hawk is not able to attend many of
songs and women dancers.
· The visiting tribes received an the California Pow Wows, though
affectionate welcome from the Na- he made the trip to the San Manuel
tive California tribes.
Pow Wow as part of a family vacaJames Ramos, San Manuel tion.
Band of Mission Indians tribal
Miss Shoshone Bannock Leela
c~airman , welcomed the visiting
Abrahamson came as a proud am-

Yaneth Hoil
Staff Writer

0

.

bassador of her tribe as well as a
competitor.
"A Pow Wow is where you can
gather to see your friends," Abrahamson said.
Abrahamson wore a crown
that represented her A merican Indian heritage and displayed the
beading skills and ancestral history
of her tribe.
Lonny Street, a member of
Iowa's Meskwaki tribe, felt confident that his contemporary dance
competition would have a favorable
turn out.
,
Red Sky Wahpepah competed
in representation of Oklahoma's
Kickapoo Blood tribe and took-the
time to admire the performances.
"This Pow Wow has good
drumming and si~ging," Wahpepah
said.
Vendors like Jerry Samuel, a
doll maker, were also present to display artwor~ which Samuel feels
represent th~ native culture. ·
"¥ost of the dolls have turned
contemporary," Samuel said. But
he still makes custom dolls for performers like the bird singers.

.

Intersex activist to visit1
speak at diversity series
-A

· their son from the doctor's office.
"It was a physician and doctor
mistake," said Twillea Evansccording to the Inter- earthen, the chair of the Conversa..
sex Society of North tions on Diversity Subcommittee.
·
America
(ISNA),
· Tbe doctor put her through a ·
about one in 1,500 to one iri 2,000 clitoridectomy (surgical removal of
children a~e diagnosed with geni- the clitoris), Carthen said.
At the advice of the doctor, the
t!ilia differentiation.
. This diagnosis identifies indi- Sullivans moved to a new town and
viduals with both male and female Brian Sullivan became Bonnie Suisex organs. Sometimes the diag- !ivan.
"Can you imagnoses aren't noti<:eable
until
ine the relatives
htter in life.
coming down for
a visit and when
Bo Laurent,
they see Bonnie
the founder of
ISNA and an in- ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,they
W h e r e ask,
' s
tersex individual,
will b_e addressing the topic Thurs:, Brian?"' Carthen said. '
"The physicians made a deciOct. 23 in the Santos Manuel Student Union Event Center.
sion on her sexual gender rather
Laurent is the guest speaker for than letting her decide," earthen
"Sex and Gender in the Real said.
"It's normal for most parents to
World," the next presentation of the
University Diversity Committee's trust a physician's decision,"
"Conversations on Diversity" se- e arthen said.
rie·s.
Laurent educates others about
Laurent, who was not always intersex through ·writing and
known by that name, was hom with speeches and has a significant other
Disorder of Sex Develqpment who is female. This makes labeling
complicated for some people.
(DSD).
When Laurent was born, her
"Doesn't that make her a lesparents were informed that she was bian?" CSUSB student Priscilla
a male and for 18 months she went Torres said.
"People automatically judge
by the name of Brian Sullivan until
her parents received a call about her as a lesbian because of her sig-

Viet Nguyen
Staff Writer

"It's not easy label·
ing people."

Visit Peru a nd Machu Picchu during
the CSUSB Spring Breakr
Thursday.. March 22 - Saturda~ April 4, 2009

Machu Picchu -was recently voted one of the 7newwond.ers of the
wprld
Intersex Activist Bo L aurent
(Courtesy of ai.eecs.umich.edu).
nificant other," Carthen said. "It's
not easy labeling people."
Conversations on Diversity
started in Oct. 2005 to stimulate
discussions about the full range of
issues pertaining to diversity in our
contemporary world according to
the UDC's website.
Actors like B.D . Wong from
TV 's "Law and Order" and Mark
Zupan from "Murderball" are just
two among the various gues~ speakers who have been invited to present for the UDC Conversations on
Diversity series in the past.
Information about the Conversations on Diversity series can be
found at www.diversity.csusb.edu,
and more information about the
ISNA
can
be
found
at
www.isna.org.

Tour includes Lima. Cusco and more!
College credit available for participation
Apply for $1000 academic travel scholarship (available to all)
$500 scholarship (available Cor Spanish majors and minors)

Por additional information# please go to our websit:es at:

http:I jflan.csu sb.edujperu..htm
and
www.magiaymisterio.net

Sponsored by the Department of World Languages and Literatures
Prof. Dan Whitaker- dwhitake@csusb.edu

--- -- ---......
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-D ebate rages over Prop
Don't eliminate marriage for
any Californian. Vote no on
Proposition 8.
ers. The actual proposition says
nothing about this. Even Sacra• mento Superior Court Judge Timof you're getting a little thy Frawley ruled that the claim is
tired of the endless presi- "false and misleading."
dential election coverage,
J've heard arguments that gay
it may be time to tum your attention marriage will threaten marriage beto the other issues you '11 be decid- tween men and women, but I
haven't seen any convincing
ing on in November.
One major proposition on the grounds for that.
ballot this year is Proposition 8.
The first thing that came to my
Proposition 8 seeks to ban mind was that the national divorce
rate hovers around 50 percent, so
same-sex marriage in California.
Maybe I 1m a little out of it, but maybe heterosexuals can't exactly
when I researched the stuff (my all- paint themselves as the flawless
encompassing term for a huge array custodians of perfect unions.
Gay marriage has been legal
of rights) that same-sex couples
would lose if
here since June
Proposition 8 is
(even longer in
'~ .. heterosexuals
passed, I was
some places) and I
can't paint them- haven
't
seen
shocked..
Living in selves as custodians crowds of heterosexuals
getting
d~ver~e Califo~- of perfect unions."
mass divorces.
ma, I JUSt took tt
for granted that
Yes·, it's true that
equality ·for all was something we'd only a man and woman can propretty much already achieved.
duce a child, but does anyone really
Well, it turns out we only just think the future of the species is at
achieved it on June 16, when gay stake?
marriage was made legal here by a
A visit to any college party will
Supreme Court decision. Already, show that plenty of men and
those rights are being threatened by women are still interested in the acProposition 8.
tivity required for reproduction.
A main argument from PropoAccording to proponents of
Proposition 8, continuing to allow sition 8 supporters is that gays and
gay marriage will force teachers to lesbians already have all of the
teach gay marriage to kindergarten- rights of marriage in legal domes-

Religious and person'al./iber- ties are at stake. Vote yes on _
Proposition 8.

Elena Martinez

______.,

of speech and religion too?
.
Saying homosexuality is a sin :
does not mean that someone hates :
ocial liberals should or wants to ostracize anyone.
vote yes on Proposition
For some reason liberalism :
only goes one way. For example,.:
8.
A left-wing liberal is someone last Friday, a public school's first:
who seeks to protect individual lib- grade class in San Francisco was :
bused to the same-sex marriage ccr- :
erties and rights for everybody.
I believe society should accept emony of their teacher.
all lifestyles and beliefs; however,
These .s ame kinds ·of liberals
individuals should not be forced to. fought hard to take the word of God ·
I will vote yes on Proposition out of the school system. But if"
8 because I am a social liberal.
schools can't teach about God then
Let me explain.
they also shouldn't be allowed to
Same-sex marriage is currently teach other social beliefs.
The ballot does not guarantee
legal in California. A fertility doctor in San Diego was sued for not that this will happen, but I'm sure
performing artificial insemination that David and Tania Parker of
on a lesbian woman, according to Massachusetts would have liked
abcnews.com.
that guarantee before David was arThe doctor politely declined rested for questioning why he could
the service; however, she respect- not opt his kindergartner out of
fully gave her client the name of a being taught about gay marriage. ·
good doctor that would perform the
Proposition 8 will cost reliprocedure.
gious
organizaDoes this "We need to protect tions millions in
legal fees. The
doctor deserve
civil liberties and lawsuits against
civil liberties?
Does she have religious riohts for organizations that
. '
the right to live
oppose same-sex
II." '
her
religion?
marriage will be
Maybe she was ,IJI!l!1!11.!!!P!!l~!!!!!!!!!!!l!lll·~·""' unbearable.
born with such a
Groups
that
religious conviction, it was not a preach that homosexuality is a sin
will soon be in danger of losing _
choice.
their
tax exempt status, according
In Massachusetts, where same
sex marriage is legal, the Catholic to protectmarriage.com
We need to protect civil liberChurch had to hut down their
adoption agency rather than be ties and religious rights for all.
If Proposition 8 . gave homocompelled by the state to adopt
sexual
couples additional state civil
children to same-sex couples, acliberties besides the title of "marcording to boston.com.
'Forcing groups to accept a cer- riage," I would understand voting
no. But, it will not.
tain set of beliefs is not liberalism.
Under California's domestrc·
In Sweden, where same-sex
marriage is legal, a pastor was ar- partnership laws, same-sex couples
rested and convicted for saying, are enti tled to the same state rights
"Homosexuality is a cancerous as heterosexual eouples enjoy, actumor on the body of society," ac- cording to lesbianlife.about.com.
Religious rights and freedom
cording to sfbaytime.com.
You don't have to agree with are at stake.
Voting yes on Proposition 8
this obviously extreme statement,
but shouldn 't pastors have freedom does make you a bigot.

Scott Heaton
Op-Ed Editor

Staff Writer_

._

8~

S

Same-sex marriage has become the most controversial proposition
on the upcoming ballot (Courtesy of caglecartoons.com).
tic partnerships.
This is a tempting thought. If
gays already have these rights, who
cares if it's called marriage?
The problem is that domestic
partnerships are different than marriages and studies have shown that
in many situations, marriage is
much more respected than domestic
partnership in serious circumstances like hospital visitation.
Dr. Todd Jennings, Ph.D.,
teaches at CSUSB on LGBT issues.
I asked him about the differences
between marriage and domestic
partnerships.
"If only white people were allowed to marry and all others were
only allowed domestic partnerships
then you can see the obvious civil
rights injustices and would expect
an outcry," Jennings said. "It used
to be about race, now it's gender."
Jennings told me about 1960s
laws in Virginia that made it illegal

for ?lacks and whites to intermarry
because it was considered an assault on the sanctity of marriage.
The last time I checked, the
government couldn't make marriage "sacred." Sanctity is defined
by religion and spirituality.
Marriage licenses are legal
documents that grant real, non-religious rights. Religious ceremonies
convey sanctity and should be up to
each couple. Tho~ Jefferson
called this "the separation of church
and state."
Finally, I've heard that allowing gay marriage is government intrusion in people's lives.
Can you imagine if the state
gav~ you an instant divorce without
your cons.ent? That's what could
happen to an estimated 11 ,000 couples who are already legally married in California, if Proposition 8
is passed.
CSUSB student Angela Romagnoli will be marrying her partnell of five years in late October.
Romagnoli said she will be
"emotionally crushed and disappointed" if the law is overturned,
but expects to retain many of the
rights of the marriage.
In the past, prejudice has
spurred some to call for eliminating
the rights of a certain population.
It's been shown repeatedly that
separate but equal is nev<ir truly
equal.
"At the end of the day, it's all
about love," Romagnoli said.
In a world full of so much hate,
who can argue with that?

a

r .h ird-parcy candidates
still ignOred b the media
Burton DeVoyaji
Staff Writer

A

!though they'd like
you to think otherwise, Senators John
McCain and Barack Obama are
not the only two choices in the
presidential election.
Due to monopolistic practices, the Commission on Presidential Debates makes it nearly
impossible for third party candidates to be heard.
When Nov. 4 comes ~round,
many would be shocked if the new
president was Ralph Nader instead
of Obama or McCain.
Bob Barr is a former Republican who is the nominee for the
Libertarian party. Nader is an independent nominee who has run
for president before.
Barr and Nader criticize the
Commission on Presidential Debates for their strict credentials
that virtually eliminate third parties from being seen.
"But the debate commission is
created and controlled by the Republican and Democratic parties,
so they don't want anyone else on
the stage," Nader said.
Nader claimed that the debates could be a platform to get
his message to wider audience
who otherwise may not know he

a

----- -~
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Ralph Nader tries to get attention (Courtesy of caglecartoons.com).
exists.
"Two-thirds of the people
don't know we're running," Nader
said.
He is confident that with national exposure he'd have a better
chance in acquiring votes.
Barr called the debate a "twoparty monopoly," claiming the
candidates are asked comfortable
questions and has no bearing on
how either would act as president.
The debate being owned by
both the democratic and republican parties may contribute to this.
"To us, a debate is a real exchange of ideas. By definition, it is
pulling somebody outside their
comfort zone," Barr sai.ti.

Not only does this seem to be .
a tool to keep the third parties out
of the debates, it also portrays the
false notion that only the Democratic and Republican parties have
legitimate candidates.
Many people know very little
about Nader or Barr.
That lack of exposure would
be reduced if the third party candidates took part in the debates.
Even so, Ross Perot was able
to win an astounding 19 percent of
the popular vote in 1992.
It is doubtful that this year's
third party candidates will be able
to gamer that many votes this time
around, but there is always a pos- .
sibility in 201 2.

roo-- ---- - -";---:----- ---~ -;---------.
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Coach lands drea~ job
for Duncan, but it was hardly the 21 year history.
With the improvement of the
scenario she had envisioned.
CSUSB's softball team was a program Duncan tries her best not
perennial bottom f~eder and com- to take credit.
"I have a great group \)f girls
ing off a 2005 season, in which they
went 11-42 overall; while winning that have a desire to w in ."
Nevertheless the opposing
only seven conference games.
But the challenge of building a coaches recognized her ability by
voting her CCAA softball coach of
program allured her to CSUSB.
"Nobody expected me to win," the year.
"It was nice for the other
Duncan said. "I can't do any
coaches in the conference to notice
worse."
Duncan not only likes being what I have done," Duncan said.
L a s t
the
underdog,
season the 'Yotes
she thrives in
were an offenthat situation.
sive
machine
While playleading
the coning at the University of Mary, W!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IIIIII!l!!l!!!li!!!J!I!f!!!P~ ference in home
runs, batting avDuncan had not
one, but two wins over top rated erage, sluggin&, runs, RBis and
teams (NCAA Division II Okla- · total bases. ·
The team hit a total of 64 home
homa City and NAIA North Dakota
runs to rank seventh nationally in
State.)
"I enjoy the pressure;t-Duncan Division II.
While the team did excel at hitsaid.
"I feel like the pfgger the game, ting the ball, Duncan admits there
are still areas that need work.
· the better I performed."
"We need to improve our
Coming into CSUSB, no one
expected her to quickly turn the p itching, and I believe we will this
program around. EspeciaHy as a year," Duncan said.
"You can't be a part-time coach
part time coach.
and
do
everything. Now that I have
However, she took the team
I will definitely be able
more
time
~tnd steadily h~lped them improve.
to
help
our
pitchers out."
Since she has been coaching at
Through
three part-time seaCSUSB the wins have consistently
sons, Duncan has turned an aimless
increased.
The Coyotes won 11 games in program into one that is now com2005, 21 in 2006, 27 in 2007, and peting at the conference level.
Now, as a full time coach, the
36 games last season.

"I have a great group
ofgirls that have a
desire to win."

Hall-of-Farner Tacy Duncan is now in her first season as a full time coach at CSUSB (Ch ris Baker/
Chronicle).
·

Chris Baker
Staff Writer
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SUSB has a winner
who is transforming
the women's softball
program into a contender.
At the University of Mary Marauders, Tacy Duncan was a ~he
nomenal player.

With her career 1.6 ERA and
.342 batting average she was a first
team All-American, DAC-1 0
pitcher of the year and NAIA region
3 pitcher of the year.
Her overall record as a starting
pitcher was 46-7 and she averaged
1.5 strikeouts per inning.
On Oct. 10, she was inducted
into her school's Hall of Fame.

"It was awesome," Duncan
said. "It was neat to go back [to
North Dakota] and see everyone."
Duncan's playing career was
only a precursor to' what she called
her dream job.
"When I was six I remember
saying I want to teach P.E. and
coach softball."
That dream turned into reality

.

They also made it to the
NCAA Division II West RegiOiHil
for the first time in the program's

•

expectations have risen.
But Duncan has never been
one to crack under pressure.

.

Softball hosts tWo clinics for the community
Dan.n iella Erickson
Staff Writer
SUSB 's head softball
coach, Tacy Duncan,
? is looking for future
softball stars.
The softball team is hosting
two softball clinics for local children at the Coyote softball field.
"Out of 100 girls, ifwe can get
three or four that absolutely love
(softball) and want to do it, then
we've done our job," Duncan said.
"It is a great opportunity for the
girls to meet college softball players."
The clinics are held to raise
extra money for the softball program and to encourage kids to become interested in the sport,
according to Duncan.
Duncan, who is also the 20072008 CCAA Coach of the Year, said
the clinic introduces the girls to
softball fundamentals and techniques.
Duncan and the softbatl team

C

will work with the girls that are expected to display a wide range of
ages and experience levels.
"It is awesome to work with
the kids in the community. We
would do it for free. It's just fun to
get the kids out here and involved,"
Duncan said.
The first clinic is Saturday,
Oct. 18 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
$50 clinic includes instruction on
hitting, base running, throwing and
fielding.
Participants need to dress comfortably and bring their glove and
bat.
The second clinic is for softball
pitchers and will be held on Saturday, Oct. 26 from 9 a.m. until 1
p.m. The cost is $40.
The pitching clinic includes instruction on proper pitching form,
types of pitches and spins, the fundamentals of pitching, strategy and
defense; as well as drills to increase
pitching speed.
The pitchers are asked to bring
their own catcher or notify the soft-

ball team if t;.hey do not have one.
Dunca1l said the previous clinics w~t'well and she hopes for another good turnout.
· The last clinic brought the
team a couple thousand dollars.
Assistant coaches Tom Kajitani, Leticia Gamboa and Desiree
Serrano will also serve as instructors at the clinics.
Kajitani has served as an assistant coach at Cajon High school and
has coached travel teams for several
years.
Gamboa, a former softball
player for the University of Akron,
is in her second year as an assistant
coach with the Coyotes.
Serrano led . Colton High
School to three consecutive San
Andreas League championships
and was all-CIF Southern Section
all three years. She also helped Arizona State reach the College World
series in 2006.
For more information about
the clinics, contact Duncan at (909)
537-5022.

Desiree Serrano, Leticia Gamboa and Melanie Hamlin will serve as
instructors at the softball clinics (Danniella Erickson/ Chronicle).

Rec Center offers Course for aspiring trainers
with a concentration in Exercise
Science.
Beaudette juggles school, her
tudents interested in job as a trainer and her duties as a
helping their peers get softball player on a daily basis.
in shape are in luck.
The benefits of being a perThe CSUSB Recreation Center sonal trainer are numerous for
will offer a Personal Trainer Certi- Beaudette.
"It's not easy. Sometimes it's a
fication Prep Course every Monday ·
and Wednesday starting Oct. 20.
really busy lifestyle but I enjoy
The course costs $125 and is doing it," Beaudette said.
open to students who are enrolled
"I love it. I get the opportunity
in six or more units and have a cu- to share how I go about keeping a
mulative grade point average of2.0 healthy lifestyle, staying physically
or above.
fit and at the same time help people
Tori Beaudette has been a accomplish their goals."
trainer at the fitness center since last
Exercise and Wellness SuperSpring.
visor Jeremy Richter shares the
She is a Kinesiology major same feelings as Beaudette.

Gabriel Alvizo
Staff Writer

S

Craig Doussett (left) and Anthony Mazza (right) lift weights at the
CSUSB Recreation Center (Gabriel Alvizo/ Chronicle).

• I

"I love to interact with people
and help them out. It's gratifying
and exciting to watch individuals
push themselves to improve their
quality of life," Richter said.
Although the course does not
certify students to be personal trainers, it intends to better their chances
of passing certification exams.
However, Richter believes the
quality of the CSUSB R ecreation
Center is top notch.
"The trainers on campus are
more convenient and set high standards for themselves and for their
students," Richter said.
Contact Andrea Du Bois, at
adubois@csusb.edu for details on
how to apply.

Men's.
hoOps to

be televised on
national
television
Jon Ross Alexander
Staff Writer
he ' Yotes basketball
team will play in front
of a national audience
for the third straight year.
The game will be broadcast on
Jan. 31 , 2009 on CBS College
Sports, according to a CSUSB Athletics press release.
, They will be playing Cal State
L.A. at the Coussoulis Arena.
The game is part of the Division II basketball lineup that CBS
College Sports has in store for
viewers in the winter.
There is no doubt that CSUSB
is the cream of the crop among the
.other schools.
,
In 2006 they played Barton
oollege, which was aired on csrv,
the predecessor to CBS college
Sports. In 2007, the Coyotes faced
national powerhouse UCLA on
ESPN2.

T

"This appearance on national
TV will complcinent our other marketing initiatives like web stream- A
ing of home volleyball and
basketball games, which is already
under way," Athletic Director
Kevin Hatcher said.
"I'm also excited about the opportunity for our alumni, fans and
friends across the country to be able
to see us play," Hatcher said.
Division II is viewed as a junior varsity league when compared
to Division I powerhouse schools
such as UCLA, North Carolina and
Duke.
CSUSB basketball player,
Reggie Brown, begs to differ.
"Playing on national television
helps a lot because it exposes the
nation to what Division II and
CSUSB itself has to offer," Brown
said. "People seem to always underestimate the talent of Division II
sports. Being seen on national television not only helps our school,
but other Division II schools as
well."
"Our partnership with CBS
College Sports has been a successful and productive Division II initiative," Mike Racy, vice president
of NCAA Division II said.
"We are able to provide national exposure for the student-athletes and their institutions while
also providing viewers a unique
glimpse into the division and the
way we balance academics and athletics excellence," Racy said.
Being seen on a national spotlight can also aid in recruiting as
well. "When being seen on TV, it
makes people think highly of Division II," Brown said. "When a potential recruit sees what we are
capable of, it has an impact on
them."
"(Playing on TV) doesn't make
us nervous at all," said Brown. "It
actually makes us that much more
hyped and anxious to play against
our conference rivals, or anyone
else for that matter."
When a team is consistently
ranked among the best year in and
year out, they start' to get noticed .
The Cpyotes are among the favorites to win the CCAA and have
a shot at going all the way.
The nation will find out why
on Jan. 31.

